Recent development on the hardware side will have a massive impact on the software stack of a computer system. While the software side enjoyed a "free ride" with ever increasing clock cycles for many decades, the time has finally come to adjust principles of software architecture in order to exploit the opportunities provided by modern hardware components. Within this special issue of it -Information Technology, we are perceiving data management systems as one of the most performance hungry software applications giving evidence of the longstanding strive to directly control the hardware layer. The collection of articles addresses this topic from multiple directions -advances on the memory as well as on the processor side; low-level considerations versus a more global perspective in hybrid cloud environments as well as academic perspective versus industrial contributions from SAP as well as IBM.
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In more detail, the first article addresses opportunities as well as challenges in the context of the upcoming non-volatile memory technology. This contribution is provided by Ismail Oukid et al. from the SAP HANA Database Campus in Walldorf and outlines the characteristics of this novel type of memory technology like byte-addressability, low-latency as well as energy-efficiency. This paper also sketches the requirements from a database system perspective to achieve transactional consistency as well as fast recovery.
The second paper of this series addresses the combination of memory and compute elements by focusing on the perspective of data (as well as operator) placement within a heterogeneous system setup. This research direction will be extremely relevant in the context of "dark silicon" providing more opportunities for specialized processor elements and -as a consequence -a necessity to deploy a database query plan optimally onto the different processor elements. The paper states the overall problem and provides some insights into a flexible solution based on the OpenCL-software environment.
The article "FPGAs for Data Processing: Current State" authored by Jens Teubner then focusses on the opportunities of FPGAs. While FPGAs have a long tradition in speeding up compute-intensive applications (like numerical optimization, image analysis, etc.), the paper investigates the potential gains of using FPGAs also for data-intensive applications like modern database systems using XML filtering as an illustrative use-case.
Moving up the software stack a bit, the fourth paper investigates different alternatives to exploit the existing capabilities of modern processors in the specific context of database operators by looking into the feasibility of SIMD extensions as well as specific compiler support. As a result, the paper nicely outlines different optimization directions and discusses their specific use in data-intensive applications.
The article "GPU-GIST -A Case of Generalized Database Indexing on Modern Hardware" by Felix Beier et al. considers the use of GPUs for index structures. While this combination of a high degree of parallelism with treeshaped data structures does not sound compatible at first sight, the authors outline research directions to support parallel search and make a GPU a first-class citizen for query processing using additional index structures.
The series of articles looking at modern hardware for data-intensive applications closes with a contribution from IBM outlining the "Architecture of a Data Analytics Service in Hybrid Cloud Environments" and is thus providing a more global perspective regarding the system level. The article illustrates the coupling of Netezza -as an example of a special-purpose database system for analytical workloads -with DB2 instances on IBM Z-series optimized for robust transactional data processing.
In summary, this special edition provides a comprehensive overview of the opportunities as well as challenges of recent achievements on the hardware side for optimizing data-intensive applications, which again will serve as the efficient foundation for complex analytical algorithms in the context of Data Mining, Machine Learning, etc. Wolfgang Lehner is full professor and head of the database systems group at TU Dresden, Germany. His research is dedicated to database system architecture specifically looking at hardwarerelated aspects in main-memory centric settings. He is part of TU Dresden's excellence cluster with research topics in energyaware computing, resilient data structures on unreliable hardware, and orchestration of wildly heterogeneous systems. He is also a principal investigator with the DFG-funded CRC on "Highly Adaptive Energy Efficient Computing" as well as Germany's national "Competence Center for Scalable Data Services and Solutions" (ScaDS). Wolfgang Lehner also maintains a close research relationship with the SAP HANA development team in Walldorf, Seoul, and Waterloo. He serves the community in many program committees, is an elected member of the VLDB Endowment, is spokesman of the "Computer Science" review board of the German Research Foundation (DFG), and is an appointed member of the Academy of Europe. More info at: http://wwwdb.inf.tu-dresden.de/lehner.
